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OFFICE OF THE INDEPENDENT COUNSEL 

Dare of nanrripion 3/22/98 

JAY KERRY FOOTLIK, white male, date of birth 
_, plac 
Security Account Number 

telephone number 
apprised of the official identities of the interviewing Agents 
and the nature of the interview. FOOTLIK was interviewed at the 
office of his attorney, DARREN BERNHARD, HOWREY & SIMON, who was 
also present for the interview. FOOTLIK provided the following 
information: 

FOOTLIK graduated from the University of California at 
Los Angeles (UCLA), School of Law, in December of 1994. In 1992, 
FOOTLIK worked in the Los Angeles office of the CLINTON/GORE 
Presidential Campaign. During 1992, FOOTLIK met MONICA LEWINSKY 
at a Century City Mall tie store, where LEWINSKY was employed. 
LEWINSKY gave FOOTLIK advise on ties and they spoke generally 
about politics. LEWINSKY asked for, and received, FOOTLIK's 
telephone number, and they stayed in sporadic contact. 

FOOTLIK moved to Washington, D.C., after the 1992 
Presidential Election. FOOTLIK worked on the Presidential 
transition under CRAIG SMITH. After the Inauguration, FOOTLIK 
worked for the Democratic National Committee in Washington, D.C. 
In August of 1994, FOOTLIK moved to the White House, in the 
Office of Presidential Personnel under CRAIG SMITH. FOOTLIK's 
interaction with LEWINSKY, up to this point, was sporadic. 

At one point, in 1994 or 1995, LEWINSKY called FOOTLIK 
inquiring about internships at the White House. FOOTLIK advised 
LEWINSKY about the Intern Office in the White House. Sometime 
after LEWINSKY began her internship at the White House, LEWINSKY 
mentioned that WALTER KAYE had helped get LEWINSKY the 
internship. LEWINSKY also mentioned that someone in her family 
had a place at the Watergate Apartments, and that LEWINSKY would 
be staying there. 

When LEWINSKY was an intern and a staff member, 
LEWINSKY would call or stop by FOOTLIK's office at the Old 
Executive Office Building (OEOB). FOOTLIK thinks LEWINSKY felt 
FOOTLIK was more of a friend than he felt of her. FOOTLIK did 
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not socialize with LEWINSKY outside of work. FOOTLIK and 
LEWINSKY went to lunch a couple of times in the OEOB cafeteria_ 

Sometime after the assassination of Israeli Prime 
Minister YITZACH RABIN, LEWINSKY came to FOOTL*IK and mentioned 
she had a Christmas present she wanted to give the President_ 

FOOTLIK suggested LEWINSKY send the gift through the 
regular inter-office mail. LEWINSKY was more insistent in giving 
the gift to the President in person. LEWINSKY asked FOO_TLIK to 
walk her over to the West Wing, as she did not have a pass that 
would allow her to walk unescorted into the West Wing. FOOTLIK 
did not want to walk to the West Wing without an official 
purpose, so he kept putting LEWINSKY off. 

Shortly thereafter, FOOTLIK had a reason to go to the 
West Wing. He told LEWINSKY this, and the two walked to the West 
Wing together. FOOTLIK wanted to give CLINTON a button that 
memorialized CLINTON's eulogy to RABIN. When LEWINSKY and 
FOOTLIK got to the West Wing, a birthday party was being held in 
the anteroom of the Oval Office. CLINTON was at the party, and 
FOOTLIK gave the button to CLINTON at that time. LEWINSKY then 
gave CLINTON the tie. FOOTLIK left CLINTON and LEWINSKY standing 
in the hall, as FOOTLIK mingled at the party. FOOTLIK visited at 
the party for a couple of minutes. 

FOOTLIK then told LEWINSKY he had to get back to the 
OEOB, but LEWINSKY did not want to go. FOOTLIK felt obligated to 
escort her back because he had brought her to the West Wing. 
LEWINSKY acquiesced and left with FOOTLIK. FOOTLIK recalls the 
White House photographer being present when he was meeting with 
CLINTON, and believed a photograph existed of this meeting. 

LEWINSKY seemed to enjoy her position at the Office of 
Legislative Affairs. Around the time of LEWINSKY's transfer from 
the White House, LEWINSKY called FOOTLIK very upset. LEWINSKY 
mentioned to FOOTLIK that she was perceived as being chatty or 
talkative. LEWINSKY never mentioned concerns about EVELYN 
LIEBERMAN. LEWINSKY never mentioned being described as a 
"stalker" or a "clutch." FOOTLIK remembers LEWINSKY mentioning 
her job at the Pentagon the day she told him she was being 
transferred. FOOTLIK was not surprised LEWINSKY was transferred. 
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After LEWINSKY left the White House, FOOTLIK had little 
contact with her. At one point, LEWINSKY asked FOOTLIK to 
dinner. FOOTLIK went to dinner with LEWINSKY to be nice. 
LEWINSKY mentioned her job at the Pentagon, the travel related to 
the job, and other general topics. LEWINSKY seemed to be happy 
at her job and never mentioned coming back to the White House. 

In July of 1997, 
the Pentagon City Mall. 

FOOTLIK met LEWINSKY, by chance, at 
FOOTLIK and LEWINSKY spoke for 

approximately thirty seconds. 

When the news about LEWINSKY broke in January of 1998, 
FOOTLIK called CRAIG SMITH at the White House and told him what 
he knew of LEWINSKY. A week or so later, DAVID KENDALL called 
FOOTLIK and interviewed FOOTLIK about the LEWINSKY matter. 
FOOTLIK advised the interview encompassed everything FOOTLIK has 
discussed in his interview with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), documented in this FD-302. 

FOOTLIK never met KATHLEEN WILLEY. 
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